
What did you take from last time about surrender and claiming?
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Do YOU surrender to spirituality?  Why or why not?   Is this different from masculine 
and feminine work?

Why is awareness, of what we are doing/ what "software" we are running, so hard 
at times?
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Why is awareness, of what we are doing/ what "software" we are running, so hard 
at times?

What is the difference between consciousness (as I ask for it) /   and unconscious 
competence?
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how do you/ what do you ... today... to drive this?
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How does this tie to... what is enlightenment?

Buddha:  what we seek, we are... Do you agree?   What do you seek?
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Sexuality tends to hold people back from spiritual progress and development, true 
or false?  Why or why not? 

Love fully and die... Who here fears death?
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Have you given your deepest gifts?  (masculine / feminine?)  we often do for our children, less 

so for our lovers, more so for our "flock")

Ancient Taoist philosopher said, "I am going to speak some reckless words, and I 
want you to listen recklessly."
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Ancient Taoist philosopher said, "I am going to speak some reckless words, and I 
want you to listen recklessly."
  

When it's time to use the toilet, really time, all importance is reduced to that event.  
In bed at that moment, sleep is all.  
Chased by a mad man with the gun, there is nothing else.  
The child finds her doll important.  
A father finds the finances important.  
Riddled with cancer, an old man finds love important, as his eyes close one last 
time.  
What did you find important, now, today?  What did you find important 10 years 
ago?

You are either withholding your love in fear or giving your deepest gifts.

Unfold your heart… How would you live your life if you were fearless?  The way that 
you live is probably not your true destiny.  (as we explore consciousness in here... This may be less true 

or more true... In the 10 even more wild swings...  What does this mean to you now?)

Open... Resist nothing...
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Breathe everything...
-your suffering is shaped exactly by your refusal to open...

Freedom doesn't mean "freedom from" ....  if you are alive you have pain.  What 
then is freedom?

Wear everyone's shape...

-You are giving others the gift of your openness or the clench of your refusal

Honor your depth

-You want to change your life fundamentally, try going deeper before forcing 
yourself to behave differently
((this is really profound))

-How do you open deeper?  Opening is easier to do than to describe.  Where is 
deep?  Where do you feel hunches?  Where do you feel intuition?  Where do you 
open when you love someone deeply?  What part of you opens?

Your open body is more able to conduct love without obstruction.

For instance, if you try to change your diet without feeling deeper, your changes will 
probably be superficial and clumsy.  Many of your eating patterns are based on 
stress, loneliness, and hurt as well as the routines dictated by your schedule.  When 
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For instance, if you try to change your diet without feeling deeper, your changes will 
probably be superficial and clumsy.  Many of your eating patterns are based on 
stress, loneliness, and hurt as well as the routines dictated by your schedule.  When 
you feel deeper, then deeper expressions of love can emerge through your life… 
And through your style of eating.

Next time you are eating...
Breathe
open
prayer
chew slowly and deliberately

If you not living the life habits you deeply want, it may be because you're not yet 
opening consistently and allowing your deep heart to emerge through your body, 
moment by moment.

Open while failing

-No matter how hard you try to potential gifts are greater than what you actually 
give in your life.  How do you close that gap?

Express to you really are
-Every desire reveals your true nature

Allow loves hurt
-opening your heart to love also opens your heart to hurt.

Recognize your refusal
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Recognize your refusal

-spiritual growth occurs in 2 major phases.  During the 1st phase, you actually 
believe you want to grow more open.  You believe that you want more love in your 
life, more caring.  You want to give your love and help others.  You believe that your 
thoughts, feelings, and actions can actually lead toward getting and giving more 
openness and love.

The 2nd phase begins when you can feel, moment by moment, that you are 
actively closing.  Every thought, feeling, and action is reinforcing your sense of 
separateness.  You are doing unlove..  ((you are doing fear))

Permit your heart's wild passion

Live your hearts truth

Ravished beyond safety  (requires surrender and claiming)

What does it mean to "f*ck the world open, like your woman?"

Don't settle for fulfillment
-divine masculine is infinite consciousness
-divine feminine is the force of life, light, and love
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Grand substitutes are whatever life-functions you mistake for life's truths: eating, 
sex, raising children, earning money, acquiring possessions, cultivating 
relationships

Hold nothing back, neither in the surrender, nor the claim
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